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HAPPY CHINESE NEW YEAR
欢乐春节
As proud patron of Melbourne Symphony Orchestra's East Meets West concert celebrating the Chinese Lunar New Year, I am delighted to welcome you to this extraordinary international music experience, one of the major events of the Happy Chinese New Year celebrations across Australia.

The concert, featuring a fusion of traditional Chinese music, great western masterworks and the contemporary geniuses of Guan Xia's 100 Birds Flying towards the Phoenix for suona and orchestra and Tan Dun's concerto for piano and Peking Opera Soprano Farewell My Concubine, will illustrate what our two cultures share: a creative spirit and enduring passion for our musical traditions.

That this annual concert is being held for the fourth continuous year is testament not only to the cooperation between Maestro Tan Dun and Melbourne Symphony Orchestra as an international force to be reckoned with, but to their visionary commitment to the cultivation of a strong, long-term, mutually beneficial cultural exchange between China and Australia.

I believe you will enjoy this wonderful concert which conveys joy and hope of Chinese New Year and demonstrates the friendship between the two peoples of China and Australia.

I wish you all the best in the Year of the Rooster.

CHENG Jingye
Ambassador of the People's Republic of China to the Commonwealth of Australia.
ARTISTS
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
Tan Dun conductor
Tan Weiwei vocalist
Liu Wenwen suona
Ralph van Raat piano
Xiao Di Peking Opera soprano

REPERTOIRE
Falla
Ritual Fire Dance from El Amor Brujo
Guan Xia
Suona Concerto: 100 Birds Flying towards the Phoenix
WORLD PREMIERE
Tan Dun
Concerto for Piano and Peking Opera Soprano
Farewell My Concubine
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE
— Interval —
Tan Weiwei/Tan Dun
Vocal Concerto: Song Lines of China
WORLD PREMIERE
Stravinsky
Firebird Suite (1919)

This concert has a duration of approximately 2 hours, including a 20-minute interval.
Established in 1906, the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra (MSO) is an arts leader and Australia’s oldest professional orchestra. Engaging over 2.5 million people each year, the MSO reaches a variety of audiences through live performances, recordings, TV and radio broadcasts and live streaming.

As a truly global orchestra, the MSO collaborates with guest artists and arts organisations from across the world. Its international audiences include China, where MSO performed in 2016 and Europe where the MSO toured in 2014.

The MSO performs a variety of concerts ranging from core classical performances at its home, Hamer Hall at Arts Centre Melbourne, to its annual free concerts at Melbourne’s largest outdoor venue, the Sidney Myer Music Bowl.

The MSO also delivers innovative and engaging programs to audiences of all ages through its Education and Outreach initiatives.

The Melbourne Symphony Orchestra is funded principally by the Australian Government through the Australia Council, its arts funding and advisory body, and is generously supported by the Victorian Government through Creative Victoria, Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources. The MSO is also funded by the City of Melbourne, its Principal Partner, Emirates, corporate sponsors and individual donors, trusts and foundations.

The Melbourne Symphony Orchestra acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the Land on which we perform – The Kulin Nation – and would like to pay our respects to their Elders and Community both past and present.
Conductor/composer and UNESCO Global Goodwill Ambassador Tan Dun conducted the Disneyland Opening Concert in Shanghai, which globally reached a record-breaking audience of 65 million concert viewers. Tan Dun has made an indelible mark on the world's music scene with a creative repertoire that spans the boundaries of classical music, multimedia performance, and Eastern and Western traditions. He is a winner of today's most prestigious honors including the Grammy Award, Oscar/Academy Award, Grawemeyer Award, The Bach Prize of Germany, and the Shostakovich Award of Russia.

Tan Dun led the China tour of Mahler Chamber Orchestra and Japan's NHK Symphony Orchestra, receiving the highest praises from both the critics and public. His commitments for the 2017-18 season include leading the NDR Symphony Orchestra in a 5-cities tour in Germany, as well as leading the London Symphony Orchestra's tour in London and Paris; as Honorary Artistic Director of the China National Symphony Orchestra, Tan Dun will lead its upcoming United States tour.

As conductor of innovative programs, Tan Dun has led the world's most esteemed orchestras, including the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, London Symphony Orchestra, Philadelphia Orchestra, Metropolitan Opera Orchestra, Berliner Philharmoniker, Orchestre National de France, BBC Symphony Orchestra, Filarmonica della Scala, Münchner Philharmoniker, Santa Cecilia Orchestra, Melbourne Symphony Orchestra, Sydney Symphony Orchestra and Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra.

Tan Dun has previously served as Chair of Carnegie Hall's China Committee, Creative Chair of the 2014 Philadelphia Orchestra China Tour, Associate Composer/Conductor of the BBC Scottish Symphony, and Artistic Director of the Festival: Water Crossing Fire held at the Barbican Centre, among others. He has also served as “Cultural Ambassador to the World” for World EXPO Shanghai.

Tan Weiwei's music crosses over freely between rock and folk, and she is known as the queen of folk-rock in China. Most recently, she combined Huayin Laoqiang opera, an operatic tradition from Shaanxi province and an intangible cultural heritage of China, with rock music, premiering the piece Huayin Laoqiang Opera: Boastful Cry at the nationally broadcast CCTV New Year's Gala.

Tan Weiwei studied at the Sichuan Music Conservatory with Lanka Zhuoma and graduated top of her class. She has since toured both in China and internationally. Career highlights have included a performance at the Chinese New Year gala at the Musikverein, Vienna, and premiering a specially composed work by Tan Dun at the Grand Opening Gala of Shanghai Disneyland in 2016.

Her TV appearances include Super Girls and 2015's I am a Singer, where her pieces The Lighthouse and Ulanbator's Night were selected as best live music performance of the year. Her recordings include the albums Heart of Grassland, Ear World, Tan XX and 3.

In 2009, Tan Weiwei became the first person from Mainland China to be awarded Taiwan's Golden Horse Prize for Best Music with her work Encounter. In 2011, she was named Best Chinese Female Singer at the 11th China Music Media Awards.
LIU WENWEN
SUNOA

Liu Wenwen is one of the most outstanding up-and-coming suona players in China and a 13th generation inheritor of the suona tradition. She has performed with the major orchestras of Shanghai, and toured extensively in the US, UK, France, Norway, Hong Kong and Japan.

Originally from Shandong, Liu Wenwen started learning suona at the age of six with her parents, both suona performers in the Jining City Song and Dance Troupe. Her father, Liu Baobin, studied suona with his father and became the 7th successor of suona. Her mother, Liu Hongmei, comes from a suona performance family that dates back to the end of the Ming dynasty, a family history of suona performance of more than 300 years. Liu Wenwen currently studies with Chinese suona master Liu Ying, and furthered her studies at the Shanghai Conservatory of Music. In 2013, she was selected into the master's program and became the first and only master degree holder of Suona Education.

In 2011, she won the Gold Prize in the 2nd International Chinese Instrument Competition organised by the Hong Kong International Arts Platform; and in 2015, she won the Gold Prize in the National Tertiary Institution's Folk Music Competition organised by the Chinese Music Foundation.

RALPH VAN RAAT
PIANO

Pianist and musicologist Ralph van Raat appears as a recitalist throughout Europe, the Middle East, Asia and the United States. He takes special interest in contemporary classical music. Many of his concerts have been broadcasted by Dutch as well as international radio and television networks. He also performs regularly as a soloist with leading orchestras, and has performed at important festivals worldwide.

Ralph van Raat has an exclusive contract with the international label Naxos. Many releases have received top ratings and have ranked at the top of bestselling Naxos albums worldwide. In 2009, this resulted in an Artist Portrait CD-box.

Many composers have dedicated their solo compositions and piano concertos to him and he has collaborated closely with many composers on the interpretation of their work.

Ralph van Raat teaches contemporary piano music interpretation at the Conservatory of Amsterdam. He is a Steinway Artist.
World-renowned Peking Opera soprano Xiao Di, originally from Shenyang, Liaoning Province, is the director of the prestigious Mei Lanfang Art Institute and the head of the Peking Opera Experimental Theatre of Liaoning Province. As a third generation successor of the Mei School Peking Opera, Xiao Di holds a professorship in Peking Opera at the Shenyang Normal University.

Xiao Di has won an impressive amount of awards throughout her career such as the Arts Talent Award from the Ministry of Culture of the People’s Republic of China, Liaoning Province “Rose Award,” the Gold Award at the Peking Opera Festival, and the Outstanding Performance Award for her superb performance at the CCTV Opera TV Contest. Her two albums Xiao Di’s Mei School Vocal Album and Mu Guiying Command were released in 2005 and 2010, respectively to great acclaim.

Her performance repertoire includes a wide range of Peking Opera classics, such as Phoenix Nest, Silang Visits his Mother, Farewell My Concubine, Yuzhoufeng, and Hongzongliema. She has also extended her repertoire to contemporary arts and has collaborated with composer/conductor Tan Dun on his orchestral theatre work, The Gate. She has also collaborated with director Jianping Duan, Yansong Wang in their theatrical works.

Mei Baojiu, the leader of the Mei Lanfang Peking Opera troupe and ninth son of the legendary Peking Opera maestro Mei Lanfang, praised Xiao Di for her “remarkable and beautiful appearance, sweet voice, and dignified temperament. [She] can be regarded as an inheritor of Mei school.”

---

Manuel de Falla (1876–1946)

*El Amor Brujo: Ritual Fire Dance*

Guan Xia (born 1957)

*Suona Concerto: 100 Birds Flying Towards the Phoenix*  
(World premiere)  
Liu Wenwen, suona

Tan Dun (born 1957)

*Concerto for Piano, Peking Opera Soprano and Orchestra*  
*Farewell My Concubine*  
(Australian premiere)  
Ralph van Raat, piano  
Xiao Di, Peking Opera soprano

**INTERVAL**

Tan Weiwei (born 1982) / Tan Dun (born 1957)

Arranged and orchestrated by Tan Dun, Liu Ye, Bi Jiambo  
Vocal Concerto: *Song Lines of China*  
(World premiere, commissioned by TYXL Ltd., with additional support from the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra)  
Laoqiang – Old Song  
Kuqiang – Crying Song  
Shuiqiang – Water Song  
Qinqiang – Qin Song  
Tan Weiwei, vocalist

Igor Stravinsky (1882–1971)

*The Firebird: Suite (1919)*

Introduction  
The Firebird and his Dance  
Round of the Princesses  
Infernal Dance of King Kastchei  
Berceuse  
Finale
A striking and diverse array of Chinese and Western music merges tonight in our celebration of the 2017 Spring Festival, a two-week jubilee enjoyed by billions of people throughout the world. This evening’s performance flickers into being with the violas, whose bewitching trills spark up the wild, chimerical Ritual Fire Dance, a movement from one of Manuel de Falla’s most famous pieces of music, the ballet El amor brujo (Love, the Magician). Written in 1914-15 in collaboration with the flamenco gypsy dancer Pastora Imperio, El amor brujo is based on an old Andalusian folk tale that relates to the plight of Candela, a beautiful gypsy girl haunted by the revenant of her unfaithful, murdered husband, who prevents her from reciprocating the love of her new boyfriend and moving on with her life. The Fire Dance evokes Candela’s frenzied incantations around a blazing cauldron as she attempts to banish the spirit through ecstatic dance.

Anyone unfamiliar with Chinese music will immediately notice the instrument for which Guan Xia has written his new concerto: the suona. Introduced to China nearly 2000 years ago from Central Asia, the suona is a double-reed woodwind instrument essentially comparable to the oboe, though its metal bell gives it a shriller sound similar to a muted trumpet. This quality has made it a mainstay of marching bands, ceremonial and outdoor music for generations. As for the composer, Guan Xia (born 1957) has become something of a household name in China through his impressive body of more ‘serious’ compositions.

100 Birds Flying Towards the Phoenix (2016) is a reimagining of a folk tune well-known throughout China’s central provinces that is itself based on a legend about the genesis of the phoenix. Unlike the immortal, flaming beast of Greek mythology, the Chinese fenghuang started life as an unremarkable, yet diligent and frugal bird which would carefully store the fruits and nuts discarded by its avian peers. In a time of severe drought, the other birds began to starve and die, so the phoenix opened its cave, sharing its hoard with the beleaguered flocks. After the famine, each bird picked the most stunning feather from its plumage and gave it in adoration to the phoenix, making it the most beautiful creature on earth. Every year thereafter the birds congregated on the phoenix’s birthday, paying homage to its generosity and magnanimity.

Tan Dun’s new concerto Farewell My Concubine (2016), commissioned by Yuja Wang, is an enchanting synthesis of Western and Chinese musical styles. The title refers to a renowned Beijing Opera set in the aftermath of the fall of the Qin dynasty in 206 BC. The drama tells of the tragic fate of the heroic warlord Xiang Yu and his consort Yu Miaoyi as they share their last night together, while under siege from enemy forces. According to the composer, the piano is meant to represent Xiang Yu, and the soprano his lover. In his own words: “I believe the piano is the most well-known instrument in the world, and certainly the ‘king’ of classical instruments, while Beijing Opera is the most beloved opera genre in China. The mélange between the two art forms ... offered me fascinating options in exploring their artistic and philosophical significance. My choice in this pairing is laden with cultural significations on many layers, including my personal journey as a Beijing Opera fiddle player and conductor in my early years.”

For Vocal Concerto: Song Lines of China, completed this year, Tan Dun drew inspiration from the history of a different culture – that of indigenous Australia. In Aboriginal lore, songlines, also known as dreaming tracks, are mystical, spiritual paths traced into the landscape and sky by the ancient creator gods of the Dreamtime (such as the Rainbow Serpent), who sang out the features of the continent as they passed, thereby intoning the world into existence. Sages versed in these songs can navigate great distances, as the songs describe the location of waterholes and other natural landmarks. Through his months of research, Tan Dun discovered artistically similar counterparts in the folklore of rural China, and in collaboration with Tan Weiwei, sought to explore, preserve and exalt some of these ancient music traditions. The work’s four movements are derived from the folk music of different regions of China, yet they are united within Tan Dun’s contemporary symphonic architecture.

This evening’s celebration concludes with the 1919 suite from one of Stravinsky’s most widely loved pieces of music, The Firebird. At the time of writing the ballet in 1910, Stravinsky was an unknown Russian composer; with its premiere, he became an overnight sensation. Of course, this is no surprise to anyone familiar with the music, which is some of the composer’s most lush, romantic and powerful writing, running the gauntlet from incredible tenderness and wistfulness, to overwhelmingly triumphant and glorious apotheosis.

Douglas Rutherford © 2017
## ORCHESTRA

### First Violins
- Dale Barltrop
  - Concertmaster
- Eoin Andersen
  - Concertmaster
- Sophie Rowell
  - Associate Concertmaster
  - (The Ullmer Family Foundation)
- Peter Edwards
  - Assistant Principal
- Kirsty Bremner
- Sarah Curro
- Peter Fellin
- Deborah Goodall
- Lorraine Hook
- Kirstin Kenny
- Ji Won Kim
- Eleanor Mancini
  - (David & Helen Moses)
- Mark Mogilevski
- Michelle Ruffolo
- Kathryn Taylor
  - (Michael Aquilina)
- Jacqueline Edwards
- Robert John

### Second Violins
- Matthew Tomkins
  - Principal
  - (The Gross Foundation)
- Robert Macindoe
  - Associate Principal
- Monika Curro
  - Assistant Principal
  - (Danny Gorog & Lindy Susskind)
- Mary Allison
- Isin Cakmakcioglu
- Freya Franzen
  - (Anonymous)
- Cong Gu
- Andrew Hall
- Francesca Hiew
  - (Tam Vu, Peter and Lyndsey Hawkins)
- Rachel Hemburg
- Isy Wasserman
- Philippa West
- Patrick Wong
- Roger Young
- Amy Brookman
- Zoe Freisberg

### Violas
- Christopher Moore
  - Principal
  - (Di Jameson)
- Fiona Sargeant
  - Associate Principal
- Lauren Brigid
- Katharine Brockman
- Christopher Cartilidge
- Gabrielle Halloran
- Trevor Jones
- Cindy Watkin
- Caleb Wright
- Gaëlle Bayet
- William Clark
- Ceridwen Davies
- Isabel Morse
- Elizabeth Woolnough
- Katie Yap

### Cellos
- David Berlin
  - Principal
  - (MS Newman Family)
- Rachael Tobin
  - Associate Principal
- Nicholas Bochner
  - Assistant Principal
- Miranda Brockman
  - (Gedong Friends of the MSO)
- Rohan de Korte
- Keith Johnson
- Sarah Morse
- Angela Sargeant
- Michelle Wood
  - (Andrew & Theresa Dyer)
- Josephine Vains

### Double Basses
- Steve Reeves
  - Principal
- Andrew Moon
  - Associate Principal
- Sylvia Hosking
  - Assistant Principal
- Damien Eckersley
- Benjamin Hanlon
- Suzanne Lee
- Stephen Newton
  - (Sophie Galaise and Clarence Fraser)
- Stuart Riley
- Andrew Tait
- Esther Toh

### Flutes
- Prudence Davis
  - Principal Flute
  - (Anonymous)
- Wendy Clarke
  - Associate Principal
- Sarah Beggs

### Oboes
- Jeffrey Crellin
  - Principal
- Thomas Hutchinson
  - Associate Principal
- Ann Blackburn

### Cor Anglais
- Michael Pisani
  - Principal

### Clarinets
- David Thomas
  - Principal
- Philip Arkinson
  - Associate Principal
- Craig Hill

### Bass Clarinet
- Jon Craven
  - Principal

### Bassoons
- Jack Schiller
  - Principal
- Elise Millman
  - Associate Principal
- Natasha Thomas

### Contrabassoon
- Brock Imison
  - Principal
- Chloe Turner

### Horns
- Deborah Hart
  - Guest Principal
- Saul Lewis
  - Principal Third
- Jenna Breen
- Abbey Edlin
  - (Michael & Nereda Hanlon AM)

### Trumpets
- Geoffrey Payne
  - Principal
- Shane Hooton
  - Associate Principal
- William Evans
- Rainer Saville

### Trombones
- Brett Kelly
  - Principal
- Iain Faragher

### Bass Trombone
- Mike Szabo
  - Principal

### Tuba
- Timothy Buzbee
  - Principal

### Timpani
- Brent Miller

### Harp
- Yinuo Mu
  - Principal

### Piano/Celeste
- Peter de Jager
  - Position supported by
- * Guest Musician
- £ Appears courtesy of
- * Appears courtesy of
- † Appears courtesy of
- ‡ Appears courtesy of
- Ω Appears courtesy of

### BOARD

#### Managing Director
- Sophie Galaise

#### Chairman
- Michael Ullmer

#### Board Members
- Andrew Dyer
- Danny Gorog
- Margaret Jackson AC
- Brett Kelly
- David Krasnostein
- David Li
- Helen Silver AO
- Kee Wong (retired December 2016)

#### Company Secretary
- Oliver Carton
SUPPORTERS

**Principal Partner**

Emirates

**Maestro Partners**

- Lendlease
- Crown Resorts

**Official Car Partner**

BMW

**Associate Partners**

- Sofitel
- Outware
- Coremind
- Mount Langi Ghiran

**Venue Partner**

**Supporting Partners**

- Quest Southbank
- The CEO Institute

**Chinese New Year Partners**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Li Family Trust</th>
<th>Embassy of the People's Republic of China in Australia</th>
<th>The Consulate General of the People's Republic of China in Melbourne</th>
<th>LRR Family Trust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Asia TOPA is a joint initiative of the Sidney Myer Fund and Arts Centre Melbourne and is supported by the Australian and Victorian Governments.

- Castiglione (marketing partner)
- Reve Group
- Qianjude
- Quanjude
- Chin Communications (translation partner)

**Chinese New Year Patron**

His Excellency Mr Cheng Jingye
Ambassador of the People's Republic of China in Australia

**Chinese New Year Guest of Honour**

Zhao Jian
Consul General, Consul General of the P.R. China in Melbourne

**Government Partners**

- Australian Government
- Australia Council for the Arts
- Creative Victoria
- City of Melbourne

**Media Partners**

- arts
- ABC
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Conductor’s Circle

Jenny Anderson, David Angelovich, G C Bawden and L de Kiewit, Lesley Bawden, Joyce Bown, Mrs Jenny Brukner and the late Mr John Brukner, Ken Bullen, Luci and Ron Chambers, Beryl Dean, Sandra Dent, Lyn Edward, Alan Egan JP, Gunta Egilte, Marguerite Garnon-Williams, Louis Hamon OAM, Carol Hay, Tony Howe, Laurence O’Keefe and Christopher James, Audrey M Jenkins, John and Joan Jones, George and Grace Kass, Mrs Sylvia Lavelle, Pauline and David Lawton, Cameron Mowat, Rosia Pasteur, Elizabeth Proust AO, Penny Rawlins, Joan P Robinson, Neil Roussac, Anne Roussac-Hoyne, Ann and Andrew Serpell, Jennifer Shepherd, Profs. Gabriela and George Stephenson, Pamela Swansson, Lillian Tarry, Dr Cherilyn Tillman, Mr and Mrs R P Trebilcock, Michael Ullmer, Ila Vanrenen, The Hon. Rosemary Varty, Mr Tam Vu, Marian and Terry Wills Cooke, Mark Young, Anonymous (23)
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Sir Elton John CBE
Life Member
The Late Alan Goldberg AO QC
Life Member
Geoffrey Rush AC
Ambassador
The Late John Brockman AO
Life Member
The Honourable Linda Dessau AM
Patron
Ilona Vanrenen
Life Member

The MSO relies on your ongoing philanthropic support to sustain access, artists, education, community engagement and more. We invite our supporters to get close to the MSO through a range of special events.

The MSO welcomes your support at any level. Donations of $2 and over are tax deductible, and supporters are recognised as follows:

$1,000 (Player)
$2,500 (Associate)
$5,000 (Principal)
$10,000 (Maestro)
$20,000 (Impresario)
$50,000 (Benefactor)

The MSO Conductor’s Circle is our bequest program for members who have notified of a planned gift in their Will.

Enquiries:
Ph: +61 (3) 9626 1104
Email: philanthropy@mso.com.au

* Signifies Adopt an MSO Musician supporter
英皇广场一号塔楼开工在即，敬请期待

英皇广场 (Queens Place) 位于墨尔本 CBD 中心 350 Queen Street，两座高耸现代建筑的 79 层塔楼构成了全城最高的双子塔地标建筑群。

现有多套开发商自留限量顶层尊享公寓及复式公寓对外发售，这是您节省印花税的最后机会。

三联置业诚邀您莅临位于 332 La Trobe Street 的展示厅，亲身体验英皇广场的无穷魅力。

术业专攻 译精于秦
秦皇翻译 全澳驰名

Your trusted language partner

Phone 1300 792 446
chincommunications.com.au
WE ARE THE SOUND OF OUR CITY.

We need your help to be heard.

At over 100 years old, the MSO has been around for nearly as long as Melbourne. We want to continue to be here for you, and all of Melbourne, year after year, season after season.

Donate today
mso.com.au/give

Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
Month of Giving

Yes! I want to make a difference to the community by supporting the MSO's Month of Giving.

Name

Address

Phone

Enclosed is my contribution of:  
☐ $100  ☐ $250  ☐ $500  ☐ Other

METHOD OF PAYMENT

☐ Credit card  
☐ VISA  
☐ Mastercard  
☐ AMEX  

Please charge in full
☐ $__________________ or
Please charge monthly instalments of
☐ $__________________ /  
☐ (number of payments per year)

Cardholder

Expiry

Signature

(If you prefer to charge by phone, please contact Erika Jordan on 9626 1551)

☐ Cheque enclosed  
☐ (made payable to Melbourne Symphony Orchestra Pty Ltd)

☐ EFT to NAB account  
MSO Fund  
BSB 083 004  
Account 89 393 2381  
(please include Month of Giving in payment description)

☐ Online at mso.com.au/give

I am interested in leaving a legacy of wonderful music for years to come:  
☐ I have made a gift to the MSO in my Will  
☐ I would consider including the MSO in my Will and would like more information

All gifts over $2 are fully tax-deductible

Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
MSO's Month of Giving  
GPO Box 9994  
Melbourne VIC 3001
Master the art of me-time

Relax to music and smooth sips of Hennessy Paradis, or a good story and a glass of Dom Perignon. Savour every indulgence in our First Class Private Suites.

Principal Partner of the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra.

Complimentary Chauffeur-drive service* + Fine dining on demand + World-class service

*Complimentary Chauffeur-drive service available for First Class and Business Class, excluding Trans-Tasman services and codeshare flights operated by Qantas to Southeast Asia. Mileage restrictions apply. For full terms and conditions visit emirates.com/au. For more information visit emirates.com/au, call 1300 303 777, or contact your local travel agent.

Sincere wishes from Hengyi Pacific:

Happy Chinese New Year
May you find health, happiness and peace.

Building a new sense of place; Committed to quality of life; Creating exceptional residence.